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Ricky holds a PhD in Clinical Neuroscience from
King’s College London with a specialisation in in
vivo/in vitro neurodegenerative diseases and expertise
within the bio/deep tech investment spaces from pre-
seed through to pre-IPO.

Ricky is currently enables family offices and UHNWs to diversify within the technical
bio/deep tech investment space by providing pre-vetted VC/PE emerging manager funds or
startup deals. With a large LP network, Ricky has cultivated strong relationships with family
offices worldwide. He is also the scientific advisor to the World Network Group, an exclusive
UHNW and family office network.

His family offices network stretches from USA, through Europe, to Australia and is
continuously expanding. Ricky provides expertise and insights within neuroscience and AI
along with potential deals which would be of interest to family offices. These deals include
but are not limited to: Biotechnology, Deep tech (semiconductors & space tech), and Life
science real estate. 

A truly unique individual who provides PhD level scientific expertise, speaks and
understands the startup/investment language, and possesses personal family office
relationships. Ricky has carved a niche in the space of bio/deep being one of very few who
have PhD level expertise, an understanding of capital markets, and family office/strategic
VC investor relationships. 
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Advisory Rate - £1,200/hr

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the technical science.

Bio/deep tech technical advisory

Internal due diligence for bio/deep tech startups to

evaluate and address potential red flags early on -

Biotechnology & Deep tech focus.

Technical consulting for experimental in vivo/ in vitro

experimental design/strategy.

Idea validation and progression within the neuroscience

and AI.

Scientific advisory for laboratory real estate developers.

Investor outreach strategy, formation, execution - “How

to internally conduct dd for family offices.” 

Investor Advisory

GPs of VC/PE merging funds raising with LPs.

Technical due diligence (bio/deep tech) for deals.

Pre-vetted deal flow to investors. 



Retainer
£10,000/Month

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the technical science.

Specific focus but not limited to: Investor advisory (due

diligence), technical scientific advisory, pre-vetted deal flow. 

For family offices, UHNWs, VC/PE funds, startups (Series A+),

life science real estate developers who require an expert

advisor on multiple projects, to conduct internal dd for

project duration and potentially make investor introductions.

Included but not limited to:

Technical due diligence - multiple projects/companies

Technical input from PhD-VC network.

Patent assistance (additional cost)

Startups (Series A+) raising - family office outreach

strategy audit, internal DD, strategic investor intros

Pitch deck reviews/pre-screening for bio/deep tech

startups.
Retainers are evaluated at the end of each month and only run for a period of 1 month



Project Pack

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the technical science.

Specific projects are evaluated on an individual basis with
costing provided based on the length of project, level of
expertise needed, investor input/introductions, 

Services outlined above are all included within our project
pack 



Other Services

Deck reviews are conducted over a 30 min session via

Zoom - £500/deck

1.

Investor insight calls via 60 min Zoom calls - £600/hour2.

How to position with family offices advisory via Zoom

60 min - £700/hr

3.

Technical due diligence - Bullet point short reports are

generated, 30 min Zoom provided with all services over

5 hours total - £1200/hour

4.

Industry insights neuroscience/AI 60 min Zoom call -

£600/hr

5.

Disclaimer: Point Science Analytics does not provide advice on investments, or financial advice. Advice provided in
consultations is strictly based on the technical science.


